A number of psychophysical investigations have used spatial-summation methods to estimate the receptive field (RF) geometry of motion detectors by exploring how psychophysical thresholds change with stimulus height and/or width. This approach is based on the idea that an observer's ability to detect motion direction is strongly determined by the relationship between the stimulus geometry (height and width) and the RF of the activated motion detectors. Our results show that previous estimates of RF geometry can depend significantly on stimulus position in the visual field as well as on the stimulus height-to-width ratio. The data further show that RF estimates depend on the stimulus in a manner that is inconsistent with basic predictions derived from current motion detector models. Hence previous estimates of height, width, and height-to-width ratios of motion detector RI's are inaccurate and unreliable. This inaccuracy/unreliability is attributed to a number of sources. These include incorrect fixed-parameter values in model fits, as well as the confounding of physiological spatial summation area through combined use of contrast thresholds and Gaussian-windowed stimuli. A third source of error is an asymmetric variation of spatiotemporal correlation in the stimulus as either its height or width is varied (and the other dimension held constant). Most importantly, a fourth source of unreliability is attributed to the existence of a nonlinear, nonmonotonic distribution of motion detectors in the visual field that has been previously described and is a natural result of visual anatomy.
INTRODUCTION
Evidence from psychophysics and neurophysiology provides reasons for modeling the motion detection systemof animals (e.g. cats and primates) as a population of motion detectors. Each detector can be characterized by its performance properties and/or selectivity for particular kinds of spatiotemporal stimuli, and each region of the visual field is served by some set of detectors with a range of these properties.If we place an electrode into or near a motion selectiveneuron in visual cortex and measure that neuron's responses,we can use different kinds of visual stimuli to map out the visual spatial positions that activate the neuron. However, electrophysiologicalmeasurements alone do not directly help us to understandhow the receptivefieldpropertiesof the population of neurons serving any given portion of the visual field act in concert to produce the percepts that humans experience. A number of attempts have previously been made to psychophysicallymeasurethe receptivefieldgeometry of motion detectors. One class of these psychophysical experimentsemploysindirectapproachesusing measurements of spatial frequency and orientation selectivity in combination with particular assumptions required to solve the problem using linear systems analysis (Daugman, 1984; Anderson & Burr, 1989; Harvey & Dean, 1990; . The reliability of indirect methods employing inverse Fourier transforms is uncertain because they require assumptions about the phases of spatial frequency components in the Fourier domain. A more direct means of assessing the spatial extent of motion detector receptive fields uses spatial summation measurements and assumptions about the relationshipbetween stimulusgeometry, motion detector receptive field geometry and detector response (Gorea, 1985; van de Grind et al., 1986; Anderson& Burr, 1987 , 1991 Fredericksen et al., 1994a) . The results presented here indicate that these spatial-summation-basedrecep- 
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Motion Region Width FIGURE 1. The figure shows the generally assumed explanation for why psychophysical thresholds vary with stimulus geometry. The visual stimulus occupies some region of the visual field that is served by a populationof motion detectors. The motion stimulus is designed to select a subset of this populationeither throughlimitation of spatial frequency tuning, velocity tuning, or spatiotemporal correlation content. The response of the selected motion detector population is then modulated by altering the motion stimulus dimensions:reducing the height and/or width of the motion stimulus reduces the number of stimulated detectors. The idea underlying the use of this model to estimate receptive field sizes is that psychophysicalthresholdsbehave differently when motion stimulus dimensions are larger than the motion detector receptive field than when the stimulus dimensionsare smaller than the motion detector receptive field.
tive field geometry measurementsare also inaccurateand unreliablefor a number of reasons. First, methodsthat fit nonlinearmodelsto psychophysicaldata using regression methods have used inappropriateYaluesfor fixed model parameters. Because the models are nonlinear, the amount of error induced by these incorrectly chosen fixed parameter values is not easily predicted. Second, methods that measure contrast thresholds but use a Gaussian spatial window for the stimulus confound the influenceof spatialsummationarea and contrastresponse in the visual system. Third, there is an asymmetric variation of spatiotemporal correlation in a motion *Stimulusvisibili~is used as a direct analog to observersensitivity, or the inverse of observer threshold. Higher observer sensitivity corresponds to greater stimulus visibility or lower observer threshold.
stimulus as its height or width is varied (Fredericksen et al., 1994a) . Finally, and most importantly, the nonlinear,nonmonotonicdistributionof motion detectors in the visual field (van de Grind et al., 1986; Verstraten et al., 1995) that is a natural result of visual anatomy (Fredericksen et al., 1994d) causes motion thresholds to depend on the stimulus position, shape, and size. In order to clearly explain the motivation for our investigation and our attribution of the sources of inaccuracy/unreliability,we begin with an explanation of how the spatial summation method is normally assumed to work. We then provide a short survey of previous work on this topic, together with a list of the conflictingconclusionsderived from that work, and a set of hypothesesfor why these conflicts should arise. Next we presentthe resultsof a simpletest of these hypotheses, followedby a detailed analysisof how each hypothesisis supported by both the current data, as well as data from previous work using narrow band stimuli.
Using spatial summation to estimate receptive field profiles
Spatial summationexperimentshave made it clear that the spatial extent of a motion stimulus affects the visibility* of the motion (e.g. van de Grind et al., 1983; van Doom & Koenderink, 1984; Gorea, 1985; van de Grind et al., 1986; Anderson & Burr, 1987 , 1991 Fredericksen et al., 1994a) . Increasing the area of a motion stimulusdecreasesthe observer'sthresholdwhile decreasing the area increases threshold. This is true for directional motion discrimination of both narrow band (e.g. Gorea, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 1987 , 1991 and broad band (e.g. van de Grind et al., 1983; van Doom & Koenderink, 1984; van de Grind et al., 1986; Fredericksen et al., 1994a) motion stimuli.The scheme in Fig. 1 shows the assumed explanation for why psychophysical thresholds vary with stimulus geometry. The visual stimulus occupies some region of the visual field that is served by a population of motion detectors. The motion stimulus is designed to select a subset of this population either through spatial frequency tuning (Gorea, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 1987 , 1991 , velocity tuning (van de Grind et al., 1983; van Doom & Koenderink, 1984; van de Grind et al., 1986) or limitation of spatiotemporal correlation content (Fredericksen et al., 1993 (Fredericksen et al., , 1994a . The response of the selected motion detector population as a whole is therefore dependenton the motion stimulus dimensions: reducing the height and/or width of the motion stimulus reduces the number of stimulated detectorswithout changingthe type of activated detector.
The property of this model that has been used to estimate receptive field sizes is that psychophysical thresholds should behave differently when motion stimulus dimensions are large relative to the individual motion detector receptive field, than when the stimulus dimensions are small relative to the motion detector receptive field.The reason for this difference in behavior is that spatial summationwithin the receptive field of the motion detector behaves differently than spatial summa- FIGURE 2. The figure shows the difference between linear (physiological) summation and noise-limited summation. The data curves [replotted from Fredericksen et al. (1994a) ] represent thresholds measured while varying the stimulus height or width individually while holding the other stimulus dimension constant. When the threshold data are plotted as log(threshold) vs log(stimulus width), linear summation is indicated by a slope of -1 while noise-limited summation is indicated by a slope of -0.5. Plotting sensitivity (the inverse of threshold) simply changes the sign of the slope. In practice, thresholdvariation with stimulus size follows a slope of about -0.5 at large stimulus sizes and a slope equal to or steeper than -1 for small stimulus sizes. The height or width of the underlyingreceptive field is taken to be indicated by the stimulus size where the threshold-curve changes slope. These critical dimensions of the stimulus will be referred to as critical width (WC)and critical height (H.). Critical dimensionspresented here are estimated as the size at which threshold rises above SNR = 100 (as indicated in the figure) because such a method is resistant to threshold measurement error.
tion across the motion detector outputs. Physiological evidence indicates linear summation* (Robson & Graham, 1981) within the receptive fields of direction selective (simple) cells and psychophysical evidence supportsnoise-limitedsummation~ (Lappin & Bell, 1976; van Doom & Koenderink, 1984; Fredericksen et al., 1994a) of motion information across the motion detector population (i.e. across visual space). One way to measure the difference between these two kinds of summationis shown schematicallyin Fig. 2 . The curves represent thresholds measured while var~ing the *We use the term linear summation in the standard form. Linear summation is equivalent to simple convolutionof a filter with the stimulus, or a linearly weighted summation across some region of the input stimulus. We use the term noise-limited summation to refer to the situation in which the signal detectionprocess is limited by noise in the system. Noise-limitedsummationoccurswhen motiondetector outputsthat comprise correlated signals and uncorrelated noise are linearly summed. Threshold performance improvementis not linear in the number of summed detector outputs because of the presence of noise, but instead decreases inversely proportionallyto the number of summed detector outputs. We use height to refer to the vertical extent of the stimulus and width to refer to the horizontal extent of the stimulus. Some studies use length to refer to the vertical extent of the stimulus, but we use height throughoutthis paper so as not to confuse the reader. al. (1994a) ].Plottingsensitivity(the inverseof threshold) simply changes the sign of the slope. The logical followon is that spatial summation is dominated by noiselimited summation for large stimulus dimensions (relative to the underlying receptive field) and by linear summation for small stimulus dimensions. In practice, threshold variation with stimulus size follows a slope of about -0.5at large stimulus sizes, and a slope equal to and often much greater than -1 for small stimulus sizes [e.g. see Anderson & Burr (1987 , 1991 ; ' Fredericksenet al. (1994a) ].The slope of the thresholdfor small stimulus sizes can depend on the stimulus (narrow band or broad band in spatial frequency) and/or threshold method [i.e. contrast or signal-to-noiseratio (SNR)], and is generally much larger than -1 for broad band stimuli and SNR thresholds (see Fig. 2 ). The knee in the curve is usually attributed to the changeover from linear summation within the receptivefieldof the motion detectorsto noiseIimited summation across motion detectors, and estimates of the size of the underlying receptive field have been based on this transition. Following previous usage (van Doom & Koenderink, 1984) we will refer to estimates of these dimension sizes as the critical width (WC)and critical height (II.). Gorea (1985) was primarily concernedwith measuring the quantitative and qualitative differences between flicker detection and directional motion identification. thresholdsfor sinusoidalluminancegratingsas the spatial extent of the stimulus was changed. These experiments measured the variation of detection and identification contrast thresholdswith stimulussize using a 2 x 2 AFC procedure (two-responsesper two-interval presentation: interval of presentation and direction of motion). The stimuli were drifting sinusoidal gratings in square and circular (sharp-edged)windows with several spatial (0.5, 1, and 4 c/deg) and temporal frequencies (1, 8 and 16 Hz) . The detection data were fit using a complex model employing four spatial frequency charmels (Wilson & Bergen, 1979) , the outputs of which were combined using probability summation (Quick, 1974; Watson, 1979) .The directiondiscriminationdata were fit using an additional modification for Van Santen and Sperling's (1984) motion detector model. For the detection prediction the outputs of the individual receptive fields in the model are summed IGorea's equation (3)], while for the direction discrimination prediction quadraturepairs of receptive field outputs are multipliedtogether IGorea'sequation(4)]. The modeling was able to reproduce the forms of the detection and discrimination curves, and the point at which the detection and direction discrimination curves cross/ diverge was used as an estimate of the receptive field size of the underlying motion detectors. Burr (1987, 1991) repeated and further modifiedthis approach in order to refine estimates of the receptive field dimensions of the underlying motion detector population. Their experiments measured contrast threshold using Gaussian windowed sinusoids first for eight spatial frequencies [0.01-30c/deg; Anderson& Burr (1987) ]and then for three spatialfrequencies[0.1, 1, and 10 c/deg;Anderson& ]always at a single temporal frequency (8 Hz) . Their most recent model includes multiple spatial channels with 12 orientations for each channel, probability summation across several stimulus dimensions, and an explicit energy-type motion detector model (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) . In that work front-end receptive field sizes of the motion detector model were varied as part of the fit and used as an estimate of the receptive field geometry.
A short survey of previous work
van de Grind et al. (1986) used a more direct approach. Their experiments used spatially broad band (rigidly displaced) random-pixel-array*(RPA) motion and estimated critical dimension values for several positions in the visual field, and for a range of pattern speeds. The experiments measured those values for two different stimulus conditions using a method of adjustment. Subjects reduced the size of the variable dimensionuntil the percept of coherent texture-motionwithin the stripe just vanished. In the first stimulusconditionthe surround of the motion display area was filled in with a featureless mean luminance while in the second condition the surround area was filled in with spatiotemporally uncorrelatedmotion noise.The noise added to the motion detector's receptive field in the second condition should cause a faster reduction of threshold than in the first conditionas the size of the stimulusfallsbelow that of the motion detector receptive field. The rationale of this approach is that the average of the noiseless and noisy critical dimensionmeasures shouldbe a good estimate of the receptive field dimension without having to fit complex models to the data. Fredericksen et al. (1994a) produced estimates of receptive field geometry in experimentswhich explored the form of spatial summation of motion information. The stimulus paradigm was 2AFC direction discrimination using single-displacementlifetime RPAs rather than drifting sinusoidal gratings, but careful comparison showed correspondences to the data of . Moreover, the qualitative results were in significant agreement with those of van de Grind et al. (1986) .
Conflictsarisingfrom previous work
These studies aIl provide estimates of the same phenomenon, namely the receptive field geometry of *Random dot patterns with maximum dot density (50% black, .50~o white).
motion detectors,and do so by relying on the same spatial summationprinciples.However, some of the conclusions reached are at odds. Gorea (1985) estimates receptive field size as the crossover point of the detection and identification thresholds arising from the fitted model because the computations required for detection and direction discriminationare different, and hence should cause different slopes of threshold with stimulus size. Although those data show differencesin performancefor changingwidth vs changingheight, the model fittingwas done for averaged height (referred to as length in that work) and width data, so no height/width asymmetry could be revealed, and the paper argues against asymmetric receptive field dimensions. The model-fits by et al. (1994a) ]. Gorea's estimates cannot be compared here because he assumes that receptive field height and width are equal. By averaging the height and width data any heightlwidthasymmetries are lost. Another interesting conflict in previous results concerns the expected relationship between pattern spatial displacementsize (S., or the angular displacementof the spatial pattern between image frames), pattern spatial frequency and receptive field size. Standard motion detector models predetermine the relationship between optimal displacement size and receptive field size, and generally predict a linear relationship between receptive field size and either optimal spatial frequency or optimal SS. More specifically, all currently popular motion detector models involve some correlation operator applied to the outputs of spatially band-pass front-end filters. The smallest, largest, and optimal spatial displacement sizes that can be unambiguously detected by such a mechanism are directly and linearly related to the center spatialfrequencyand bandwidthof those front-end filters. The rule of thumb to use is that a given spatial frequency (alone) best carries displacement information of about a quarter of its spatial period. The period of the largest spatial frequency that can be carried by a receptive field is determined directly by the extent of that receptive field. Hence we should expect that the largestSSthat can be signaledby a given motion detector is about a quarter of its extent in the direction of motion (its width). The same argument applies to predictions of the optimal S, for a given detector, even with constantoctave-sizedreceptive fields. Fredericksen et al. (1994a) plotted critical width, WC, against S~for their own data as well as for the data of . The quantitativevalues were surprisinglysimilar, given the differencebetween the two stimulus paradigms, but the two sets of data indicated different nonlinear relationshipsbetween WCand S,. The data of Fredericksenet al. (1994a) indicate that WCvaries approximately as (S,)3'2,and the data of indicate that WCvaries approximately as (S,)2'3(exponentswere estimatedby fittinga straightline by eye to the data on log-log coordinates). Likewise, when Anderson and Burr (1987) plotted estimated receptive field size vs spatial frequency (their Fig. 4 ) the data indicatethat receptivefield size is proportionalto the square root of the spatial frequency (inversely proportional to the square root of the spatial period) for frequencies <1 c/deg. None of these outcomes is consistent with each other or with the linear prediction (exponent of 1.0) of current motion detector models.
Possible reasonsfor conflictingresults
There are some differences in experimentalprocedure across these experiments that may hold a clue as to why the results differ. Estimating WCand llC from psychophysical data can be problematic because the stimulussize range over which the slope changes, and hence the position of the knee of the curve, can be rather broad. Receptive field dimensionsobtainedby fittinga model to threshold data [e.g. Gorea (1985) ; Anderson & Burr (1987 , 1991 ]can depend significantlyon the structureof the assumed model and the assumed values of the fixed model parameters. For example Gorea (1985) used a probability summation exponent of 3.4, Anderson and Burr (1987) used different exponents for each of two observers(3.75 and 3.06), and used an exponent of 3.5 for all observers. However, Burr's (1987, 1991) data indicate that an exponent of 2.0 would provide a better fit for large stimulus sizes, an exponentconsistentwith noise-limited summation [see Fredericksen et al. (1994a) ]. Thus previously estimated receptive field dimensionsresulting from a nonlinear regressionfit will be inaccuratebecause an assumed parameter value in the model is inappropriate.* Another issue that casts doubt on absolute values derived using Gaussian windowed sinusoids (Gabors) concerns the interpretation of dimension size. Burr (1987, 1991) report a measure of 2 standard deviations(SDS)as a quantificationof Gaussian aperture dimension, and use contrast to measure threshold.A true Gaussian window has infinite extent unless a height metric (e.g. absolute contrast threshold) is specified. When we view Gaussianwindowed stimuli, the viewer's contrast threshold limits the perceptual size of the stimulus to those parts of the windowed pattern that are above threshold. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 3 *Moreover, none of these model-fitting methods include a report of confidence interval estimates for the receptive field sizes derived from the fit.
FIGURE 3. When we view Gaussian windowed stimuli our contrast thresholdlimits the perceptual size of the stimulus to those parts of the windowed pattern that are above threshold. The Gabor in (b) has the same contrast as that in (a) but a Gaussian window that is 0.75 times that in (a) while the Gabor in (c) has the same Gaussianwindowas that in (a) but a contrast that is 1570of that in (a). It is clear that (a) is significantlylarger than either of its siblings, and that (a) and (b) are aboutthe same size. Measures of perceived Gabor size as a functionof contrast and spatial frequencyfor any given Gaussianwindowstandard deviation (Fredericksen et al., 1996) show that perceived size (1) varies nonlinearly and monotonicallywith stimulus contrast, and (2) nonlinearly and nonmonotonicallywith sinusoidal spatial frequency. Furthermore, the rate of change in perceived size with contrast is greatest at andjust abovecontrastthreshold,and the extent of activated cortical area for a Gabor patch at threshold is not simply related to Gaussian standard deviation (Fredericksen et al, 1996) . Using Gabor patterns with contrast as the threshold variable (e.g. Burr, 1987, 1991) changes the apparent and, presumably, the physiologically (cortically) summed area of the stimulus. Thus, Gaussian standard deviation is an inappropriate measure of stimulus size when combining contrast thresholds with a Gaussian contrast windowing.
below. The Gabor in Fig. 3(b) has the same contrast as that in Fig. 3(a) but a smaller Gaussian window [3/4 of the standard deviation in 3(a)] while the Gabor in Fig.  3 (c) has the same Gaussian window as that in Fig. 3 (a) but a lower contrast [about 15%of that in Fig. 3(a) before printing]. It is obviousthat the first Gabor is significantly larger than either of its siblings, and that the siblingsare about the same size. Figure 3 clearly shows that the visually effective dimensions of a Gaussian windowed sinusoid depend on both the standard deviation and peak contrast of the Gaussian.
Measures of perceived Gabor size as a function of contrast and spatial frequency for any given Gaussian window standard deviation (Fredericksen et al., 1996) show that perceived size varies:
1. Nonlinearly and monotonically with stimulus contrast; and 2. Nonlinearly and nonmonotonicallywith sinusoidal spatial frequency.
A mathematical model of the phenomenon indicates that perceived size is a nonlinear function of two parameters, one of which is the absolute contrast threshold for the sinusoid. Furthermore, the rate of change in perceived size with contrast is greatest at and just above contrast threshold, and the extent of activated cortical area for a Gabor patch at thresholdis not simply related to Gaussian standard deviation (Fredericksen et al., 1996) . Using Gabor patterns with contrast as the threshold variable [e.g. Anderson & Burr (1987 , 1991 ] changes the apparent and, presumably, the physiologically (cortically) summed area of the stimulus. Thus Gaussian standard deviation is an inappropriatemeasure of stimulussize when combiningcontrastthresholdswith a Gaussian contrastwindowing.Note that the windowing problem does not occur for square-wavewindows, and is much less of a problem for smoothed-edge(e.g. raisedcosine edge) square wave windows. van de Grind et al. (1986) estimate the dimensionsize as the stimulus size below which the motion becomes perceptually incoherent. This process may provide estimates that are qualitatively and/or quantitatively differentfrom those obtainedthroughstatisticalthreshold measures. Fredericksenet al. (1994a) estimatethe critical dimensions by measuring the dimension size at which threshold rises above a criterion level (SNR = 100). This approach is likely to consistently underestimate critical dimensions (see Fig. 2 ).
Most importantly,there are two proceduraldifferences that are the primary motivation for the experiments presented here because the differences are likely to have produced uncontrolled or unknown changes in:
1. The position of the knee in the dimension-threshold 2, 3, curve; The point of divergence between detection and identificationthreshold curves; and/or The critical dimensions of the stimulus as defined above.
Sinusoidal pattern
Godd cross-correlation-only inside the dashed boxes These two procedural differences are:
1. Measurement of data in only one position in the visual field (Gorea, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 1987 , 1991 Fredericksen et al., 1994a) ;and 2. Use of a limited range of fixed-dimension sizes (Gorea, 1985; van de Grind et al., 1986; Anderson& Burr, 1987 , 1991 Fredericksen et al., 1994a) .
The first reason why these procedural differencesare a problem is that the spatiotemporal correlation of the stimulus (i.e. the strength of the motion signal in the stimulus) changes with stimulus width but not with stimulusheight (Fredericksenet al., 1994a) .This concept is discussed in Appendix B, and Fig. 4 shows the effect graphically. The fraction of correlated image area between any two successive image frames depends only on the dimension of the stimulus in the direction of motion. For horizontal motion, this means that motion visibility changes differently with stimulus width than with stimulus height. This result is a proper~of the motion stimulus rather than of the motion detector structure (Gorea, 1985) and is therefore independent of the receptive field size of the underlying motion detectors. The important prediction is that estimates of critical height and critical width will behave differently as fixed dimension sizes change. The data presented here support that prediction. The secondreason why differencesin stimulussize and position are a problem is that there is evidencesupporting spatially varying distributionsof motion detectors in the visualfield (e.g. van de Grindet al., 1986; Fredericksen et al., 1993; Verstraten et al., 1995) , and motion visibility depends on the number of detectors that respond to the stimulus. Figure 5 (a) shows a schematic representation of detector density variation with eccentricity that has been previouslydescribed (van de Grind et al., 1986) and can be shown directly (Verstraten et al., 1995) . Low speed (small S,) detectors are only available centrally and high speed (large S,) *These conclusions may apply to estimates of receptive field geometry for any stimulus, assuming that the same or similar methodology and assumptions are employed.
detectors are only available away from central vision. When representedacrossthe two dimensionsof the visual field, the density curves have the form of "melted rubber doughnuts"whose width and peak increaseswith Ss.The form of such a distribution stems from the anatomical substrate of cortical magnification, and allows an analyticalprediction of that detector distribution (Fredericksen et al., 1993 (Fredericksen et al., , 1994d .(The influenceof this form of motion detector distribution on the spatial summation curves presented here is being explored computationally and will be presented elsewhere.)
Figure 5(b) shows how this distributionof detectors is activatedby fixed-sizestimuliat differentpositionsaway from the fovea for a single spatial displacement size value. Note how the relationshipbetween the number of activated detectors and stimulus size is different in the fovea than away from the fovea because of the shape of the distribution of motion detectors. Such variation in motion detector density, and hence motion visibility should influence measures of critical dimensions in a manner that shows interactions between stimulus position, shape, and size. The experimentalresults presented here confirm that critical dimension estimates depend significantly on both the stimulus eccentricity in the visualfield and thefixed dimensionsize. The inescapable conclusionis that previousestimatesof the receptivefield geometry of motion detectors cannot be accurate or reliable.*
MATERIALSAND METHODS

Stimulus generation
The motion stimulus was generated @ng custom image generation hardware driven by a Macintosh IIfx computer. The monitor had a P4 phosphor and a base display rate of 90 Hz. The stimulus frame rates were obtained by showing each spatial pattern for some number of video frames; for example 30 Hz is produced by showing the spatial pattern for three video frames. Note that the term frame rate will be used throughoutthe remainderof the paper to refer to the stimulusframe rate, not the basic video frame rate of 90 Hz. The interstimulus interval was negligible in all experiments, Stimulus duration was always 800 msec (24 image frames at 30 Hz). The display screen was 14 cm and 256 pixels square. Pixels were 0.55 mm in diameter. All experiments were performed at a distance of 1.0 m, therefore the maximum motion display area was 8.0 degz and pixels were 1.88 min arc. For foveal viewing a black fixation dot (ca 8 min arc in width) was affixed to the center of the stimulus display area. For extrafoveal viewing a red light-emitting-diodewas used as a fixation marker. Specific motion detector populations were activated/selectedby employing a motion stimulus with spatiotemporal correlation limited to a single spatial displacementsize (the distance in degrees of visual angle that the spatial pattern is displaced between pattern exposures, S,) and pattern exposure duration (T,). Previous work has shown that motion selective complex cells in cat cortex are tuned for spatiotemporalcorrelation distance (van Wezel et al., 1995) .AppendixA providesa detailed description of the stimulus production and how the stimulus isolates motion detectorsin a manner that is complementary but otherwise equivalent to limiting the spatial and temporal frequency content of the stimulus.
Thresholdmeasurement
Thresholds were measured using a signal-to-noise masking paradigm (van Doom & Koenderink, 1982a,b) in which the target (moving) pattern is independently modulated (masked) by a spatiotemporallyuncorrelated random noise pattern each image frame. Appendix A explains the stimulus in detail, and how it selectively activates stimulus motion detectors. [see also the Appendix of Fredericksen et al. (1993) for a description of the advantages of this method over the use of spatial correlation threshold methods]. The average luminance of the display was 50 cd/m2and the r.m.s. contrastof the signal-plus-noisepattern was 70%, a value well abovethe motion contrast-thresholdsaturationlevel for these kinds of stimuli (van de Grind et al., 1987) . All experiments were 2AFC horizontal (leftWardsor rightwards) motion discrimination so as to distinguish a direction detection threshold from a simple motion, flicker, or contrastchange detection threshold. Horizontal motion was used to discount anisotropies in motion direction discrimination ability (Scobey & van Kan, 1991; van de Grind et al., 1993; Raymond, 1994) .
The method used for measuring critical dimensionsis based on previous observations and selected criterion levels (Fredericksen et al., 1994a) . The method takes advantage of the previous determination that varyingdimension threshold curves are very steep near a signalto-noise ratio of 100 (see Fig. 2 ) so measurement error influence on the estimate is minimized. Moreover, the method does not depend on a model fitting process that can require assumed parameter values. Critical dimensions were therefore estimated by measuring the dimension size at which threshold rises above SNR = 100. Under these conditions(with r.m.s. contrastof 70%) most of the stimuluscontrastwas in the signal pattern (69.7%) rather than in the noise pattern (6.97%).Values of WCand HC were then directly measured rather than indirectly measured via interpolation. This was achieved using a staircase procedure in which the threshold variable was the stimulus dimension in question and the signal-tonoise ratio was fixed to a value of 100. The staircase procedure tracked the 7990correct level: three consecutive correct directional discriminations resulted in a decrease in the dimensionby 4 pixels (7.5 min arc) while any other sequence resulted in an increase in the dimension by the same amount. If the staircase tried to alter the stimulusdimensionabove 256 or below 4 pixels in size the staircase was terminated and that critical dimension was considered as unmeasurable. This pre-*Notethat, from a modelingstandpoint,motiondetector densitycan be considered as equivalent to sensitivity to the motion. For this reason we will use each of these terms in the appropriate context.
vents bias of estimatedvalues that could occur if a simple floor or ceiling on dimension size were used. Following previous practice (Fredericksen et al., 1994a) ,variationof the motion display area was achieved by adding or removing 2 pixels of coherent motion equally on each side of the stimulus [see Fredericksen et al. (1994a) for a lengthy description]. There were ten reversals in all experiments with the critical dimension value calculated as the average of the final six reversals. In order to decrease the required experimental time, the subjects manipulated the starting size of the stimulus dimension until the motion was just above subjective threshold.Subjectswere allowed to rest after any or all of the individual measurements. The experiments were performed in an area screened from stray light sources with ambient lighting provided by the stimulus display. All viewing was monocularand subjectsused a head and chin rest. Extrafovealstimuliwere placed in the temporal visual field. Subjects were instructed to fixate and determine the direction of motion. The subject's answer was recorded via a key press on the computer keyboard and the stimulus dimension was automatically changed by the computer.
Subjects
Two male subjects (two of the authors)participated in the experiment. Both subjects are very experienced observers, of similar vision.
having previously participated in a number experiments, and had corrected-to-normal
EXPERIMENTDESCRIPTION
The data presented in Figs 6 and 7 were obtained by measuring IVcand Ifc values for identical fixed-dimension sizes for stimuli along the temporal, horizontal, visual meridian. Throughout the rest of the manuscript we will sometimes refer to the fixed stimulus width and height as IVfand H~,respectively.TVf and Hf values were varied from 0.75 up to 8 deg. Identical ranges of Wfand Hf were tested at three stimulus-center eccentricities (Em,,e,)of 0,12, and 24 deg. This practice was used so as to avoid confoundingthe threshold data with differential spatial summation effects that can result from various kinds of stimulus scaling, for example scaling for visual acuity loss or the change of cortical magnification (Drasdo, 1991) .That is, we were interested in the effects of the variation of motion detector density* in terms of constant visual area rather than, say, constant cortical area. Specific motion detector populations were activated/selected by employing a motion stimulus with spatiotemporal correlation limited to a single spatial displacementsize (see Materials and Methods). Figure 6 shows data for subject EF while Fig. 7 shows data for subjectFV. The data are shown on linear axes to emphasize the large changes in estimated critical dimension as the fixed dimension size is varied, and as
EXPERIMENTRESULTS
FIGURE6. The figure shows WCandHc values for subject EF. Identical fixed-dimensionsizes were used for stimuli along the temporal, horizontaland visual meridian.The fixedstimulusheight and width are labeled as Hf and Wf, respectively.Hf and Wf values were varied from 0.75 up to 8 deg. Identical ranges of Hf and Wf were tested at three stimulus-center eccentricities (I&.,) of 0,12, and 24 deg. The data are shownon linear axes to stress the large changesin estimated critical dimensionas the fixed dimensionsize is varied, and as the stimulus eccentricity is increased. Spatial displacement size (SJ is coded by symbol within and across the graphs as indicated in the legend. Some critical dimensionvalues were too large to be measured (>8 deg). These are indicated by attaching vertical arrows to the largest measurable critical dimension. Likewise, some critical dimensionswere too small to be measured. This is indicatedby thresholdcurves that do not extend to a fixeddimensionsize of 8 deg.
the stimulus eccentricity is increased. Spatial displacement size (S~)is coded by symbols within and across the graphs. Some critical dimensionvalues were too large to be measured. These are indicated by attaching vertical arrows to the largest measurable critical dimension for each Ss value (signifying that the next measure was >8 deg). Some critical dimensions were too small to be measured. This is indicated by data curves that do not extend out to a fixed dimension size of 8 deg. Fig. 7) . We note here that the EC..t.,=12 deg stimuluswas of a position and size such that it partially covered the blind spot. In the discussion we explore the influence of the blind spot on our measurements and conclude that its presence, together with the behavior of the data, support our hypotheses.
DISCUSSION
The data make it clear that estimates of critical dimensions can vary significantlyboth with size of the fixed dimension and with stimulus eccentricity in the visual field. Thus estimating receptive field geometry using only a single fixed dimension value (Gorea, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 1987 , 1991 van de Grind et al., 1986; Fredericksen et al., 1994a) or only one position in the visual field (Gorea, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 1987 , 1991 Fredericksen et al., 1994a) must produce results that are incorrect, or are only correct for some limited circumstances. As a model for consideringwhat is happeningin these experiments, we assume the following. The dependenceof critical dimensionsize on fixed dimension size and stimulus position must 1. Properties of the stimulus; 2. Properties of the detector the motion stimulus.
be due to changes in:
andlor population activated by
If we assume that noise-limitedsummation holds, and that the output of a selected subset of motion detectors depends on the stimulus contrast, duration, and spatiotemporal properties of the motion, then the perceptual threshold resulting from the spatially summed response of the detector population shown schematicallyin Fig. 1 should follow a form something like (S,, T,, D, %.,., etc.) 
Effect of correlation content on our results
The only changes in our stimuluswere in height and/or width; these changes were the same regardless of the stimulus position in the visual field. The assumption in designing this type of spatial summation experiment is that changingheight or width only changesthe numberof activated detectors (and not the type of activated detector). Note, however, that H. is generally either very small for large IVfor changes drastically at small IVf,and makes measurements of HC values difficult. This is especially true away from the fovea for subjectEF. There is, in general, no clear, unique asymptote for a given H. curve. In all but one case for subjectEF and two cases for subjectFV, as Wfgets largeHCdropsbelow 4 pixels(Figs 6 and 7, right hand columns). In addition, fixing Wfnear or below the minimum value of WCfor a given S, produced H. staircase sequences that did not converge very well, and that producedwidely variable estimatesof HC(see Appendix C for an explanation).After considering the overall results of the experiments the conclusion must be that, compared to stimuluswidth, stimulusheight has very little influenceon the stimulusvisibility as long as the stimulus is sufficientlywide. Fixing the stimulus width to too small a value prevents the measurement of the value of H. because the stimulusheightmust be made larger than the 8 deg allowed by our experimentalsetup. Likewise, fixing the stimulus width to too large a value prevents measurement of H. because it can be seen at stimulus heights below 4 pixels (7.5 min arc), the smalleststimulusdimensionallowedby our experimental setup.
Why should the height of the stimulus have so much less influenceon the visibilityof the motion stimulusthan the width of the stimulus? When the stimulus pattern is spatially displaced there are inevitably some pixels/ pattern segments that are moved into view and some that are moved out of view (due to the finite stimuluswindow size). This results in a loss of spatiotemporalcorrelation in the motion stimulus that depends on the spatial displacement size (see Fig. 4 for a graphical explanation and Appendix B for a mathematical one). For our stimulus the ratio of correlated to uncorrelated dots (which we refer to as spatial-signal-to-noise-ratio,or SSNR) follows the form:
where W is the width of the stimulus (in the direction of motion) and S, is the spatial displacement size of the random-pixel array (Fredericksen et al., 1994a) . The dependenceof SSNR on width (for fixedS,) is not a linear one, and for horizontal motion, increasesvery quickly as W approaches S,. However, changing the height of the horizontal motion stimulus does not change the SSNR at all. This change of motion signal strength of the stimulus (decreasing the spatiotemporal correlation is equivalent to increasing the spatiotemporal noise) has a stronger *The paper reports an oscilloscope Nyquist frequency of 50 Hz.
influence 
Effect of correlationcontent on narrow band results
The effects of correlation loss can also be seen in motion summation data measured using narrow band stimuli. The data of show a faster reduction of directional-motion visibility with reduced stimulus width than with reduced stimulus height, as do our data. In accordance with their model, they attribute this to additional spatial frequency componentsthat are added because the Gaussianwindow width is decreasing [as also discussed in Anderson and Burr (1987) ].These additionalcomponentsare purported to move in the oppositedirectionto the underlyingcarrier frequency, thereby raising threshold. However, loss of correlationis a simpler (althoughequivalent)explanation that is also supported by other work using narrow band stimuli. Anderson and Burr (1987) plot in their Fig. 7 the results of measuring the minimum Gaussian aperture width (stimuluswidth) for which directional motion can be perceived, a direct narrow band analog of our broadband experiments.In order to express their data in terms of spatiotemporalcorrelation,we need to carefully quantify their spatial-pattern displacement and stimulus sizes. They used a constant temporal frequency (drift rate), and varied the viewing distance to change spatial frequency. The frame rate of their stimulus display was 100 Hz* so the displacement size of the grating in each frame was a constant fraction of the spatial wavelength (8 cycles per second, 100 steps per second, or 8% of the spatial wavelength). To meaningfully express the correspondingloss of spatiotemporalcorrelation,we must first clarify the interpretation of "aperture width" for their stimuli.
Anderson and Burr's Gaussianwindowed sinusoidhad a peak contrastof 8790and was presented simultaneously with dynamic, one-dimensional noise of 25Y0contrast. The perceived size (spatial extent) of their stimulus will be determined by contrast threshold for the drifting sinusoid (Fredericksenet al., 1996) . Anderson and Burr's (1987) Fig. 5 shows that absolute threshold under those conditions must be, for their two subjects, less than 870 and 5?Z0 at 0.1 c/deg, and less than 3'%0 at 1 and 10 c/deg. We therefore use a contrast threshold of 49Z0 to estimate perceived patch size for the data in their Fig. 7 . A patch contrast of 87Y0means that the carrier contrast was still above 50% at~1 SD, and above about 49Z0 out to~2.5 standard deviations.Thus the use of 2 SDSas the aperture width, rather than 5 ( t 2.5), underestimates the true visual width of the stimulus by about a factor of 2.5.
If we use this factor as a rule of thumb,then their report of a minimum width of 4 deg (equaling 2 SDS) for a spatial frequency of 0.01 c/deg means that the effective visible width of the Gabor was closer to 10 deg. The displacement size of the pattern was 8 deg per video frame, or a displacement-size to effective-visible-width ratio of about 0.8. This means that only 2090of the spatial pattern area was perfectly correlated between successive image frames and the motion in the display included directionally ambiguous flicker. Their plot of minimum stimulus width (which they call "Delta-W") vs spatial frequency has a slope of almost exactly -1 (their Fig. 7 ) and corresponds to a constant image-frame crosscorrelation for all spatial frequencies from 0.01 to 3 c/deg.* We would like to emphasize that our intent in this exercise is not to exactly estimate the perceived size of Anderson and Burr's stimulus.Rather we are pointing out that their "Delta-W" can be explained simply as a constant level of spatiotemporal correlation loss which can be predicted from stimulus geometry independently of underlying receptive field geometry.
Effect of stimulus visibility on our geometry estimates
The spatiotemporalcorrelation content of the stimulus obviously influences measures of WCand II.. However, measures of W. and HC decrease with stimulus eccentricity in the visualfield, even for stimuli of exactly the same geometry and hence spatiotemporal correlation content. Our results must therefore include the influence of some change in the motion detector population activated by the motion stimulus as the position of the stimulus is changed. Any such changes, whether due to changes in detector response magnitude, Oi, or to the number of detectors in the activated population, should be reflected by a change in the measured W. and HC values. For example, an increase in the number of detectors because of size, shape or position change in the stimulus should decrease the estimates of W. and HC.
We can test the hypothesisthat estimatesof W. and H. are affected by the response magnitude of the activated motion detectors. It has been previously shown that estimates of W. and HC for some SSvalues are nearly identicalfor frame rates of 30 and 15 Hz (Fredericksenet al., 1994a) .This was assumed to indicatethat the critical dimension phenomenon is a function of the spatial displacement size rather than speed. However, previous *The slope of their plot of delta-W vs spatial frequency goes to approximatelyzero above 3 c/deg. They note that this is interesting because the value of that aperture width is about the same as the intercone spacing in the retinal mosaic. However,their measures of delta-W above 3 c/deg were performed using reversed binoculars as a means of increasing optical distance to the display without increasing physical distance (personal communication, S. J. Anderson, 1994) . The slope change at 3 c/deg could instead be due to factors resulting from that alteration of experimental procedure.
work has also shown thatSSvisibilityis affected by larger changesin frame rate, or image-frameexposureduration, TS (Fredericksenet al., 1994a,b,c) .We know how motion thresholdschangewhen stimulusdurationis constantand exposure duration (stimulus frame rate) is varied (Fredericksen et al., 1994c) , and we should therefore predict that the visibility of a given cS,,T,> combination will affect W. and H. accordingly. Figure 8 (a) and (b) show threshold measurements for subjectEF replottedfrom previouswork (Fredericksenet al., 1993) .The experimentsin that paper were performed using the same motion stimulus as used here, but with a size of 2 deg square and positioned at 4 m from the subject. The stimulus duration was always 1000 msec and SNR thresholds were measured for different frame rates with the intent of measuring the visible range of cS,,T,> combinations.Slices through that data set along constantS, lines produce the predictions(measurements) that we desire. Most of the SNR threshold curves in Fig.  8 (a) and (b) show TS tuning (i.e. a TS for which the threshold is minimum). Some of the threshold curves flatten out as T, increases [a result that can be explained by a leaky integration model of temporal integration; Fredericksen et al. (1994b,c) ]while the largest S, values become nonvisibleat the largest T, values. If estimatesof critical dimension vary with the output strength of the motion detector population,then estimates of Wc and HC should change in a similar manner if stimulusduration is held constant and exposure duration is varied. Figure 8 (c-f) show the results of just such an experiment for subject EF. Measurements of Wc and H. were taken for a constant stimulus duration (800 msec) for various frame rates. The fixed dimension size was always 6.14 deg (196 of 256 pixels). Spatial displacement size (S,) is coded by symbolswithin and across the graphs. The variation of WCand Hc estimates with T, follow a form predictablefrom previousresults:reducing the visibility of the cS,,TS> combination increases the estimate of the critical dimension while increasing the visibility of the 4~,T,> combination decreases that estimate. This behavior can be seen for comparable S, sizes in central vision by comparing the S, = 0.31 deg in Fig. 8(c) with the S, = 0.25 deg or S, = 0.28 deg curves in Fig. 8(a) [S, = 0.31 is not visible enough in the data shown in Fig. 5(a) because the stimulus was only 2 deg square]. Likewise, the behavior can be seen in peripheral measurements by comparing the S, = 0.50 deg data in Fig. 8(b) and (d) .
The data behave in yet another counter-intuitive manner. As the frame rate decreases, pattern speed decreases but the W=and H. estimates increase. Such behavior is not consistentwith the widely held idea that receptive fields of low-speed detectors are, in general, smaller than the receptive fields of high-speed detectors. We must conclude, then, that our critical dimension estimates have the same shape/dependenceon Ts as do SNR thresholdsbecauseof our changingsensitivityto the stimulus, rather than the activated motion detector's receptive field configuration. . The experiments in that paper were performed using the same motion stimulus as used here (single-displacement lifetime random-pixel-arrays),but fixed at 2 deg square and positioned at 4 m from the subject. The stimulus duration was a constant 1000msec and SNR thresholdswere measured for different frame rates with the intent of measuringthe visible range of -G$,,T,> combinations.Spatial displacement size (S,) is coded by symbols within and across the graphs as indicated by the keys. Figures (c-t) show the results of a similar experimentfor subject EF, but which measured critical dimensionsinstead of SNR. Measurementsof WCand Hc were taken for a constant stimulus duration of 800 msec for various frame rates. The fixed dimension size was always 6.14 deg (196 of 256 pixels). Spatial displacementsize (.S,)is coded by symbolswithin and across the graphs. Critical height values that were too small to be measured are plotted at a value of zero [e.g. see (e) and (f)]. The variation of Wc and H. estimates with Tsfollow a form contrary to expectations if the summationapproach actually estimates receptive field sizes: reducing the visibility of the 4,, T,> combinationincreases the estimate of the critical dimension,while increasing the visibility of the -4~,T,> combination decreases that estimate. The data behave in yet another counter-intuitive manner. As the frame rate decreases, pattern speed decreases but the Wc and Hc estimates increase. Such behavior is not consistent with the widely held idea that receptive fields of low-speeddetectors are, in general, smaller than the receptive fields of high-speeddetectors.
Critical geometry, not just critical height and width
The idea that motion-stimulus visibility significantly determines critical dimension estimates independent from receptive field geometry is further supported by an interesting relationship between measurements of I/. and WC.In the experimental methods used here, the height or width of the motion stimulus was adjusted so that the directionof motionwas visible79% of the time at a signal-to-noiseratio of 100 for each of the geometries (see Materials and Methods). Stimulus height and width control the visibility of the stimulus, and individual measurementsof llCand W. represent equal performance thresholds. Therefore the curves in Figs 6 and 7 should represent geometries for which the motion is equally visible, and we should be able to plot the Hc and Wc curves on a common graph simply by swapping the axes of one of the data sets. Figure 9 shows selected data for ) . The H. data points that extend each WCcurve are attached to that curve using shaded, thicker lines (see the leftmost segmentof each curve). Note that in most cases the H. estimates fall onto or very near to the curves traced out by the correspondingmeasures of WC.A heavy, dashed reference line of slope -1 is added in the upper left quadrant of each graph. For the experimental results presented here, selection of fixeddimensionsizes near the H, = Wcpoint on the critical geometrycurve (a line of the form WC= Hf has unit slope and will intersect each critical geometrycurve at the W. = H. point)will produceHJWC ratios that are near 1. Selectionof larger fixed dimensionsizes will produceHJWC ratios that are <1, while selection of smaller fixed dimensionsizes can even produce HJWC ratios that are >1. This result explainspreviouslyconflictingestimates of receptive field height/widthratios because each of those previous studies employed different fixed dimensionsizes.
both subjects plotted on a common graph. The data are shown on logarithmic axes for reasons explained below. 
Estimates of height-widthratios
One of the conflictingresults in previous measures of motion detector receptive field geometry is the ratio of receptive field height to width. This ratio has been reported as being almost 1 [e.g. Anderson& or as being always <1 [e.g. van de Grind et al. (1986) ; Fredericksen et al. (1994a) ]. The data presented here appear to explain these differences: the HJWC ratio will depend on both the spatial displacementsize (S,) and the size of the fixed dimension. Critical height or width values can be read from the graphs in Fig. 9 simply by drawing a horizontal or vertical line at the desired stimulus size. For the experimental results presented here, selection of fixed dimension sizes near the H. = WC point on the critical geometry curve (a line of the form WC=Hf has unit slope and will intersect each critical geometry curve at the Wc =H. point) will produceHJWC ratios that are near 1. Selection of larger fixed dimension sizes will produce HJWC ratios that are cl, while selection of smaller fixed dimension sizes can even produce HJWC ratios that are >1. This is important because each of the previous studies discussed here employed different jixed dimension sizes. Gorea (1985) and Burr (1987, 1991) used fixed dimension sizes of 2 and 1.5 cycles of the sinusoid, respectively. These values are constant with respect to fractions of the spatial period of the spatial sinusoid,but varied with the spatial frequency when considered in terms of absolute size of the stimulus. Although their stimuli were measured only in central vision, the fixed dimensions of their stimuli were 0.5-8 deg (Gorea, 1985) , 0.05-150 deg (Anderson & Burr, 1987) and 0.15-15 deg . van de Grind et al. used fixed dimensionsizes ranging from 2.5 to 32 deg for stimuli at visual eccentricities from O to 48 deg because they scaled the stimulus with eccentricity. Fredericksen et al. (1994a) used fixed dimension sizes of 2 and 8 deg in central vision. It is not clear where each of these fixed dimension values places the related measures on the critical geometry contour. The final result, however, is that not only are estimates of motiondetector receptive field geometry inaccurate, but that we cannot even rely on previous estimates of the ratio of receptive field height to receptive field width.
The injluenceof visualacuity and corticalrepresentation area on our results
It is common practice to scale stimulus size with positionin the visual fieldto compensatefor the influence of visual acuity and/or cortical magnification (the mapping of visual space to visual cortex) on stimulus visibility. Our motion stimulus was specifically not scaIed in size with visual eccentricitybecause we wanted to measure the influenceof detector density (in detectors per deg2) on measures of critical dimension. This of course leads to the possibility that reduced acuity away from the fovea could filter out "high frequency" noise in the stimulus, and we know that filtering out high spatial frequencies increases the visibility of larger spatial displacement sizes [e.g. Chang & Julesz (1983) ; Cleary & Braddick (1990a,b) ]. However, the pixel size for the E center = O position was about 16 c/deg, or about four times larger than normal grating acuity. Hence increasing Ecenter without inCreaS@ Pixel size introduced additional high spatial frequency content into the stimulus relative to the acuity limit. In addition, the amount of low pass filtering produced by acuity loss was not sufficient to produce an increasein visibilityof the displacementsizes used here [see Fig. 4 , Cleary & Braddick (1990b) ]. Thus using stimuli unscaled in size should predict a reduction of sensitivityto the motion stimulusaway from the fovea. In a similar manner, the data run counter to the expected influenceof cortical magnification.A fixed stimulus size in visual space maps to a decreasing cortical representation area as the stimulus is placed further away from the fovea. The expected influence of reduced cortical representationarea would again be to reduce the visibility of the stimulus. Contrary to both of these lines of reasoning, the estimated critical dimension values decrease with eccentricity, indicating an increase in sensitivity to the stimulus. Therefore decreases of estimated critical dimension values with increasing
Ecenter cannot be explained @ a filtering of the stimulus due to reduced visual acuity or by reduction of the stimulus' cortical representationarea.
Influence of the blind spot on our results
Our 12 deg eccentricity stimulus partially covered the blind spot under some conditions.Plotting of the position and extent of the blind spots of our two observers indicates a maximum overlap of <2070 for our 12 deg data, limited almost completely to the lower right quadrant of the square stimulus. Although this must produce some measurable effect (i.e. elevation of thresholds) it is important to note that our conclusions are completely supported by the O and 24 deg data. We were aware of the positionof the blind spot relative to the stimulusbut chose to use 12 deg eccentricityfor purposes of comparisonwith data from van de Grind et al. (1986) . In that work the blind spot of the observers covered a maximum of about 10$%of their 12 deg eccentricity stimulus and elevated those thresholds. However, the shape of their threshold curves was unchanged, as compared to data from other eccentricities. Similarly, our 12 deg data are qualitativelyconsistentwith the Oand 24 deg data with respect to the shapes of the curves. The lack of blind spot effect can be seen in the regularity and smoothnessof the summarized data in our Figs 9 and 10. This result indicates that blind-spot effects must be smaller than those produced by stimuluschanges, and by the nonlinear distribution of motion detectors in the visual field.
Furthermore, the lack of blind spot influencesupports the thesis of this paper. If our measurementswere truly of the receptivefield size of the underlyingmotion detectors then the blind spot shouldresult in an increased receptive field size estimate. Contrary to that prediction the 12 deg critical dimensionsdecrease relative to the Odeg critical dimensions. That decrease of critical dimension is consistentwith our motion detector distribution hypothesis: the increase in sensitivity to the stimulus (i.e. the increase in motion detector density) more than compensates for the loss of 20% of the stimulusviewing area due to the blind spot. 
Injluence of motion detector distribution in the visual field onour results
Inspection of the current data indicates that the distributionofmotion detectors inthe visual field cannot be a simple one. Figure 9 shows our data on logarithmic axes for a very specificreason. If the detectordistribution were either uniform or a simple linear function of position in the visual field, then the critical geometry curves shown in Fig. 9 should show a slope of -1 (see the reference line of slope -1 in the upper left quadrant of each graph, and AppendixD for a simplemathematical demonstration). This is clearly not so for the central visual field (see Ec.,f., = Odeg for both subjects, Fig. 9 ). Some portions of individual curves for the smaller S, values away from central vision may follow or approach a slope of -1 for smaller Hf values, especially at E..nt., = 24 deg. Although some of these curves show a reduced slope at the smallest Hf, these portions of the curve are often the HCdata, and the difference in slope *Estimateswere obtained by averaging WCvalues for Hf sizes of 6.14 and 8.0 deg.
may be due to the difference in measurement procedure.
(But see Appendix C for a possible explanation of this behavior of the curve slopes.) We must ask ourselves how motion detector distributions might affect such measures. If the detector density changes sharply enough, then changing the size and position of the stimuluswill affect stimulus visibility as indicatedin Eq. (1) (e.g. see Fig. 5 ). A strongvariation of motion detector density with spatial position can explain the behavior of our data because changingeither stimulus size or position changes the number of activated detectors. Such a distributioncan explain why the slope of data curves at EC..te,= Odeg (Fig. 9 ) never reach -1, but may do so at EC..,., = 24 deg. Inspection of the markers for the maximum stimulus sizes at Ecente= Odeg and Ec.,t., --24 deg in Fig. 5 shows that variation of detector density over the spatial area of the stimulusis generally very sharp at Odeg, but less sharp at 24 deg. A threshold slope of about -1 requires only an approximately linear variation of density.
A strong variation of detector density at a single stimulusposition can also be seen as an influenceon WC. If spatiotemporalcorrelationas given by Eq. (2) Table El in AppendixE shows that power law and quadratic function fits are always better (when evaluated by ? value) than a simple linear fit, and that W~in curves always show a positive inflectionwith increasingS,. The power law fit is shown in the graph because it has the same number of free parameters as the linear fit but is equally as good as the quadratic fit. Thus the change of W~in with S, also supportsthe form of density distributionshown in Fig. 5 . Moreover, Fig. 10 
lnjluertceof motion detector distributionon narrowband results
There is also evidence from experimentsusing narrow band stimuli that the density of motion detectors affects measures of critical dimension. As discussed above, Anderson and Burr (1987) measured the minimum Gaussian aperture width (which they refer to as "Delta-W") for which directional motion could be reliably perceived. In their Fig. 8 they plot the ratio of Delta-W to estimated receptive field size against spatial frequency. The curve is U-shaped, and they state: "The curve bears a superficial resemblance to the Contrast Sensitivity Function for stationary gratings, but little importance can be attached to this fact, since the contrast of the test stimuli were well above detection threshold." We believe, to the contrary, that a good deal of importance can be attached to this result. The shape of the curve reflects the influence of the visibility of the stimulus on the measure of "Delta-W" (We).The more sensitive the subject is to the given motion (the greater the density of detectors), the smaller that ratio will be because the increased visibility offsets the loss of correlation resulting from reduced aperture width. Although the contrast sensitivity function may not be an appropriate analogy, it may be very significantthat the curve looks like the U-shaped SNR thresholds produced in velocity sensitivity work [e.g. see van de Grind et al. (1983) ]. In Anderson and Burr's (1987) results individual detector populationsare selected by spatial frequency rather than velocity tuning, and the shape of the curve indicates the relative densities of different detectors at the stimulus' position in the visual field. This interpretation of their data also indicates unequal densities of motion detectors in the fovea, and has the same shape as the variation of detector density with S, at a single eccentricity as shown in Fig. 5 .
Finally, 
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
It is perhaps important to note that although we have not duplicatedour experimentsusing narrowband stimuli we have pointed out results from experiments using narrow band stimulithat are perfectly consistentwith our hypotheses. In addition, the postulated sources of error that confound our ability to psychophysically measure motion detector receptive field sizes are independent of stimulusparadigm. In summary, the sources of error that we believe cast great doubt on previous measures of motion detector receptive field size are:
1. The use of incorrect fixed model parameters during nonlinear regression fits of data; 2. The confounding of physiological spatial summation area through combinationof Gaussian stimulus windows and contrast thresholds; 3. An asymmetric motion strength variation with changing stimulusheight and width that is independent of motion-detector receptive field geometry; and 4. Nonlinear, nonmonotonicvariations in the distribution of motion detectors across the visual field.
The final source means that differences in stimulus positions, sizes and shapes are especially problematic because the spatiotemporal correlation content of the stimulus will interact with spatial summation over the nonlinear, nonmonotonic distribution of motion detectors.
Each of the studies discussed here have used methods of estimating receptive field geometry that depend on measures of critical dimension, the knee point of threshold vs stimulus size curves and/or the point of divergence between motion detection and direction identification threshold curves as stimulus size is changed. Each of these three threshold phenomena can be affected by the interaction between stimulus position and size, the spatiotemporal correlation content of the stimulus,and summationover a nonlinear,nonmonotonic distribution of motion detectors in the visual field. Equation ( 
where p is a function definingmotion detector density, r and f3 are polar coordinates in visual space and the integral is evaluated over the region of the visual stimulus.All other parameters are as previously defined. Equation (4) explicitlyincludesa term accountingfor the spatially varying density of detectors tuned to a given cS,,T,> combination, as well as the influence of SSNR [e.g. Equation (2)] on detector response. Final threshold values therefore depend on the number of detectors integratedover the area/positionof the stimulusas well as the individual detector response magnitudes. The data presented here confirm this interpretation, and indicate that, because spatial summation thresholds will vary as Eq. (4), previous estimates of motion detector receptive field geometry depend significantlyon stimulus position in the visual field as well as on the stimulus height-towidth ratio. The data further show that receptive field geometry estimates depend on the stimulus in a manner that is consistent with motion visibility [as in Eq. (4)] rather than basic predictions derived from common motion detector models, and are not consistent either with filteringof the stimulusdue to reduced visual acuity or with reduced cortical representation area of the stimulus. Hence previous estimates of height, width, and height-to-width ratios of motion detector receptive fields using spatial summation methods are inaccurate and unreliable.
Psychophysical estimation of these motion detector properties will require more careful experimental methods that account for these sources of error.
Motion detector tuning in spatial frequency and displacement size N N+l N+2
FIGURE Al. Our motion stimulus is produced by coherently displacing alternate halves of the pixels in a random-pixel-array (RPA) on alternate frames. The other half of the pixels are independentlyand randomly refreshed. The arrows in the figure show the pixels which are coherently displaced between image frames N, N + 1, and N + 2.
sum of two binary noise patterns, or RPAs, one of signal (motion) and one of noise (mask). Both signal and noise are composedof bright and dark pixels produced as equal increments (+D) or decrements (-D) of luminance from the mean luminance of the display. The r.m.s. contrast of the RPA is just D expressed as a fraction of mean luminance. The motionstimulus is producedin the manner shownschematically in Fig. Al for a single column of pixels in the motionstimulus.Betweenframe N and frame N + 1 of the image sequence 50!Z0of the pixels are coherently displaced in the appropriate direction (left or right) while the other 50% are randomly refreshed. Then between frame N + 1 and frame N + 2, that procedure is reversed; the previouslyrefreshed pixels are coherently displaced in the appropriate direction, and the previously displaced pixels are refreshed. This practice produces spatial correlation (i.e. motion information) only between adjacent frames in the image sequence, thereby limiting the spatiotemporal correlation content of the motion stimulus. The size of the displacement is an integer multiple of the pixel size ( Fig. Al shows a single-pixel-per-frame displacement) and is indicated in each data graph. New image frames are produced every T,=~th of a second in the experiments presented here. The motion stimulus therefore selectively activates motion detectors tuned to a single 4,,T,> combination; these detectors are a subset of detectors tuned to the visual pattern speed of SJT,. * It is important to note that there is no second order motion informationin this stimulus (e.g. drifting contrast modulation), and the form of the stimulus precludes the use of any feature tracking mechanisms (unlike drifting grating stimuli). Finally, thresholds are measured by masking the motion signal with the statistically identical but independentspatiotemporalnoise pattern via a weighted summation of the patterns' individual D values. This producesa pattern with four luminancevalues distributedevenly about the stimulus' mean luminance.
Activating motion detectors
It is important to realize that motion detector models are generally constructed using spatiotemporallyband limited front-end filters [e.g. Adelson & Bergen (1985); Watson& Ahumada(1985) ; Van Santen & Sperling (1985) ] that feed into some type of correlation operator. Limiting the spatial frequency content of a stimulus limits the possible spatiotemporalcorrelation distances that activate a given detector. The simplest case is, of course, very narrow spatial bandwidth stimuli: the perceived direction of motion is optimal when the displacement is about~of a cycle of the spatial frequency, ambiguous for spatial displacement sizes around~of a cycle of the center frequency, and reverses for slightly larger displacement sizes [e.g. Boulton & Hess (1990) ; Baker et al. (1991) ]. The situation is similar for slightly broader band stimuli (Chang & Julesz, 1983; Cleary & Braddick, 1990a) .Thus the converse must also be true: limiting spatiotemporal correlationcontent (the spatial displacementsize content) of a stimulus must limit the spatial frequencies that carry useful motion informatiort.Ã graphical proof of this result is shownin Fig. A2 . The vertical axis is spatial frequency while the horizontal axis is spatial displacement size. The circles in the figure represent an iso-sensitivity contour (e.g. half of maximum sensitivity) for a given motion detector. The receptive field representations are placed on a line of slope -1 on the graph following the widely held assumption that spatial frequency tuning varies inversely with velocity tuning, but our conclusions are independentof such an assumption.The gray lines represent selection of detectors either by fixingspatial frequencycontent (the gray arrows) or spatiotemporalcorrelation content (the dark arrows). The key point to be taken from this line of reasoning is that the range of activated detectors is identical for either method of motion detector selection. This reasoning produces the same conclusion whether the receptive fields are circular or elliptical, or whether the receptive fields decrease or increase in size along the axes. That is, the result is the same even if the axes are linear-linear, linear-log, log-linear, or log-log. We must therefore conclude that fixing S, in the stimulus (as in the current experiments) fixes the spatiotemporal parameters of the population of detectors that can respond to the stimulus in a manner that is equally efficacious but complementary to fixing spatial frequency content.
APPENDIX B
Motion Correlation Dependence on Height and Width of the Stimulus Window
A motion stimulus comprises some spatial pattern that is moved within a window,regardless of whether that windowis the edges of the screen (the limits of the video display area) or some smaller area determined by contrast modulation of the stimulus (e.g. Gaussian windows) or even cardboard masks. The key point to note here is that the spatial pattern movement is produced by discrete spatial displacements of the pattern between video frames, regardless of the pattern or window type. Suppose we define normalized positional correlation (normalizedimage frame cross-correlation)in the standard manner as:
whereXand Yare the horizontalandvertical dimensionsof the images, o; is the variance of pixel values, and all motionis in theX dimension.
The maximum value of Corr(r) is about 1.0 when the two frames are almost identical and the variance of the image power across the image frames is small. The maximumof Corr(z)over 7 indicates the direction of motion: the sign of Tindicates the direction of displacement,and its magnitude indicates the displacement size. Hence the value of z between each successive image frame encodes movement. For example, if the spatial pattern is random (uncorrelated across space) and the displacement size is greater than the window size in the direction of motion, then Corr(z) is zero for all r (assuming we zeropad the edges of the images in the standard manner because we are only considering correlation between the two successive image frames). In such a case only random motion noise (flicker) is seen with no global directionality. As another example, if the pattern is periodic (e.g. a sinusoid)with period greater than the dimensionof the window in the direction of motion, then Corr(~)is periodic and passes throughzero at some point, again signalingmotionnoise (flicker)with no global directionality. Now, the correlated regions of successive spatial patterns dependon both the window dimensions and the spatial displacement size. If the spatial displacement size is half of the X dimension of the window, then the maximumvalue of Corr(~)is half that when there is no spatial displacement at all. This makes it clear that the size of the window in the X dimension, and the size of the spatial displacement used to produce image-patternmotion interact. But what happensif we change the Y dimension of the window? Assuming that the spatial pattern is homogeneous in the Y dimension (e.g. one-dimensional vertical sinusoids, or random dot patterns), then the value of Corr (7)does not depend on Y.Equation (Bl) becomes:
This asymmetric dependence of correlation and hence motion strength directly correspond to an asymmetric change in stimulus visibility as stimulus height and width are varied.
APPENDIX C
Psychometric Surfaces and Measurement Convergence
We noted above that fixing W~near or below the minimumvalue of WC for a given spatial-displacement size produced H. staircase sequences that did not converge very well, and that gave widely variable estimates of HC.Likewise, we noted that Wc and H. fall on a single curve on a stimulus height-widthplane. This is understandable when we look at the form of the critical geometry curves (i.e. Fig. 9 ). Stimulus Height (deg)
FIGURE Cl. The figure shows a schematic representation of a 79% correct psychometric-surface contour (the thick line) on linear axes. Each circle on the graph represents a stimulus height-width combination and corresponds to a point on the psychometric surface. The width staircase procedure (0) adjusts the width, while the height staircase procedure(0) adjusts the height. The adjustmentdirection is represented by the arrows attached to each circle. The adjustment is intendedto move the circle toward the 7970correct contour.Two other iso-percent-correctcontours(thin lines) are shownadjacent to the 79V0 correct contour.The graph indicates the direction of steepest ascent on the psychormfric surface (the psychometric-surface gradient direction).
Critical dimensionvalues are measuredby fixingone dimensionof the stimulusand varyingthe other so as to findthe dimensionsize at which the observer performs the task correctly 79% of the time. In other words, we are finding points on the 7970 correct contour of a psychometric surface defined over a stimulus height-width plane. Figure Cl shows a schematic representation of a 79% correct psychometric-surface contour (the thick line) on linear axes. Each circle on the graph represents a height-widthcombination(geometry), and corresponds to a point on the psychometric surface. The width staircase procedure (open circles) adjusts the width, while the height staircase procedure (filled circles) adjusts the height. The adjustment direction is represented by the arrows attached to each circle. During the staircase procedure a given circle (the stimulus geometries) are stochasticallyadjustedin the directionsindicatedby the attached arrow so as to move the circle towards the 7970correct line. Increasing a dimension of the stimulus should increase the performance while decreasing that dimension should decrease performance. Assuming monotonicity of the psychometric surface, two more iso-percent-correctcontours (thin lines) are shown adjacent to the 79% correct contour. The graph indicates the direction of steepest ascent on the psychometricsurface (the psychometric-surface gradient direction).The reason that some of the staircase procedures at large fixed dimensionsizes did not convergewell is that the procedure moves the stimulus geometry in a direction almost orthogonal to the gradierrt direction of the psychometric surface. That is, in a direction of very slow performance change.
The reasonsfor this are simple consequencesof the stochasticnature of the staircase procedure and the slope of the psychometric surface (see any introductory text on numerical methods, specifically, the convergence speed of root finding methods). The staircase procedure requires three correct answers to decrease the stimulus dimension while any other combination increases the stimulus dimension (see Materials and Methods).The result is: high probability of decreasing the stimulus dimension when performance is much better than 79%; high probability of irrcreasing the stimulus dimension when performance is much worse than 79%; and equal probability of decreasing or increasing the stimulus dimension when performance is at 79%.
When the stimulus geometry results in performance near but not at 79% the increase-decrease probabilities are almost balanced so the stimulusgeometry, on average, changesvery slowly.That is, the speed of convergence is very slow and may require a large number of reversals. If only 10(or some small number)of reversals are measured, and if the initial stimulus geometry is near to the 7970contour but the direction of motion of the circle is parallel to that contour (e.g. the filled circle in the lower right of the graph, or the open circle in the upper left of the graph), then the staircase procedure can appear to converge successfully to a wide range of different dimensionsizes.
APPENDIX D Example Calculation of Detectors Activated by a Square Stimulus
Considera one-dimensionaldistributionof motiondetectors defined by Ax + By + C in a coordinate system centered on our square visual stimulus. The number of detectors (N) activated by a stimulus of size W x H is:
Thus the activated detector count at a fixed stimulus position should vary bi-linearly with stimulus width and height (i.e. fix one dimension and vary the other) unless there is a nonlinear componentof variation of motion detector density with visual field position. If observer threshold (and hence visible stimulus geometry) represents a constant number of activated detectors, then a constant numberof detectors (K) on log-log axes is determined by: log(K) = log(C H~W) = log(C)+ log(H)+ log(W)
or a simple parametric line. A reduction of W requires an equal increase of H to stay on this line. Likewise a reductionof Hrequires an equal increase of W.
Of course in the fovea a distribution of the formAx + By + C only makes sense for A = B = O because we need approximate rotational symmetry,but the result in Eq. (D2) is still important.If we consider a more realistic distribution as presented in Fig. 5 , then for positions away from the fovea the distributionis well approximatedby a plane of the form used to produce Eq. (D2). However, in the fovea this approximation fails, and simulations of constant-detector-count contours for our experiment produce curves very much like the thresholddata in the top two panels of Fig. 9{data for foveal viewing) . These estimates were subsequentlyfit with linear, quadratic, and power law functions;the results of this fitting process are shown in Table El .
APPENDIX E
Comparisonof the rz (goodnessof fit) values for each function shows that, althougheach functioncan providea reasonablefit to the data, the linear fit is always worse than either the power law or quadratic functions.Moreover,it is clear that each curve in Fig. 10 has a positive (upward) inflection, indicating that a linear fit is not appropriate.
Althoughthe quadratic function has an extra degree of freedom (three fitting parameters rather than two) it is not clearly better than the two parameter power function. The power function is therefore the most parsimonious description (of the three functions tested here) of the variation of WCmi" with displacement size (S,).
Parameter ValuesFrom Fits to Data in Fig. 10 Estimates of the asymptotic WCvalues, called W~in in Fig. 10 and here, were obtained by averaging WCfor Hf sizes of 6.14 and 8.0 deg.
